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Abstract
The article presents a novel variational calculus to analyze the stability and the propagation
of chaos properties of nonlinear and interacting diffusions. This differential methodology com-
bines gradient flow estimates with backward stochastic interpolations, Lyapunov linearization
techniques as well as spectral theory. This framework applies to a large class of stochastic mod-
els including non homogeneous diffusions, as well as stochastic processes evolving on differen-
tiable manifolds, such as constraint-type embedded manifolds on Euclidian spaces and manifolds
equipped with some Riemannian metric. We derive uniform as well as almost sure exponential
contraction inequalities at the level of the nonlinear diffusion flow, yielding what seems to be the
first result of this type for this class of models. Uniform propagation of chaos properties w.r.t.
the time parameter are also provided. Illustrations are provided in the context of a class of
gradient flow diffusions arising in fluid mechanics and granular media literature. The extended
versions of these nonlinear Langevin-type diffusions on Riemannian manifolds are also discussed.
Keywords : Nonlinear diffusions, mean field particle systems, variational equations, logarith-
mic norms, gradient flows, contraction inequalities, Wasserstein distance, Riemannian manifolds.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Description of the models
We denote by }A}2 :“ λmaxpAA1q1{2, resp. }A}F “ TrpAA1q1{2 and ρpAq “ λmaxppA ` A1q{2q the
spectral norm, the Frobenius norm, and the logarithmic norm of some matrix A, where A1 stands
for the transpose of A, and λmaxp.q the maximal eigenvalue. With a slight abuse of notation, we
denote by I the identity pdˆ dq-matrix, for any d ě 1.
Let bt be some time varying differentiable vector field with Jacobian matrix ∇bt on R
d, for some
parameter d ě 1. Consider the deterministic flow t P rs,8rÞÑ Xs,tpxq starting at Xs,spxq “ x
associated with the evolution equation
BtXs,tpxq “ btpXs,tpxqq ùñ Bt∇Xs,tpxq “ ∇Xs,tpxq ∇btpXs,tpxqq with ∇Xs,spxq “ I (1.1)
The r.h.s. equation is often called the first order variational equation associated with the flow
Xs,tpxq along the trajectory Xs,tpxq. This equation plays a central role in the sensitivity analysis
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of nonlinear dynamical systems w.r.t. their initial conditions. For instance, the spectral norm of
∇Xs,tpxq can be estimated in terms of the logarithmic norm using the inequalities
´
ż t
s
ρ p´∇bupXs,upxqqq du ď log }∇Xs,tpxq}2 ď
ż t
s
ρ p∇bupXs,upxqqq du (1.2)
A proof of this assertion can be found in [14], see also [27] for extensions to Lipschitz functions on
Banach spaces. Whenever ρ p∇bupxqq ď ´λ for some λ ą 0, the r.h.s. estimate in (1.2) readily
implies the exponential stability estimate
Xs,tpxq ´Xs,tpyq “
ż 1
0
x∇Xs,tpǫx` p1´ ǫqyq, px´ yqy dǫ
ùñ }Xs,tpxq ´Xs,tpyq} ď e´λpt´sq }x´ y}
(1.3)
The linearization technique discussed above is often referred as the Lyapunov first or indirect
method to analyze the stability of nonlinear dynamical systems. For a more thorough discussion on
this subject we refer to the pioneering work by Lyapunov [24], as well as to chapter 4 in the more
recent monograph by Khalil [23].
The main objective of this article is to extend these results to nonlinear diffusions and their mean
field particle interpretations on Euclidian as well as on differentiable manifolds. The differential
analysis of conventional diffusions w.r.t. initial conditions is also one of the stepping stones of
Bismut and Malliavin calculus. This framework is mainly designed to study the existence and the
properties of smooth probability densities in terms of the differential properties of the diffusion
semigroup. For a more thorough discussion on this subject we refer to [13, 30], and references
therein.
The relevant mathematical apparatus for the description and the variational analysis of stochas-
tic processes on manifolds being technically more sophisticated than conventional differential cal-
culus, this introduction only discusses nonlinear and interacting diffusions on Euclidian spaces.
The extended versions of these models on Riemannian manifolds are discussed in some details in
section 3.2, as well as in section 4.3.
Let P2pRdq be the set of Borel probability measures on Rd with finite second absolute moment,
equipped with the 2-Wasserstein distance given by
W2pη, µq “ inf Ep}X ´ Y }2q1{2
In the above display, the infimum is taken over all pairs of random variables pX,Y q with respective
distributions η and µ P P2pRdq; and }X ´ Y } stands for the Euclidian distance between X and Y
on the product space Rd.
Also let bt and σt be differentiable functions from R
2d into Rd and Rdˆr, for some r ě 1; and
let Wt be an r-dimensional Brownian motion. For any µ P P2pRdq and any time horizon s ě 0 we
denote by Xµs,tpxq be the stochastic flow defined for any t P rs,8r and any starting point x P Rd by
the McKean-Vlasov diffusion
dX
µ
s,tpxq “ bt
`
φs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxq
˘
dt` σt
`
φs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxq
˘
dWt (1.4)
In the above display, φs,t stands for the evolution semigroup
φs,tpµqpdyq “ µPµs,tpdyq :“
ż
µpdxq Pµs,tpx, dyq with Pµs,tpx, dyq :“ PpXµs,tpxq P dyq
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We further assume that the mean field drift and diffusion functions are given by
bt pη, yq :“
ż
ηpdxq btpx, yq and σt pη, yq :“
ż
ηpdxq σtpx, yq
We shall assume that the nonlinear diffusion flow (1.4) is well defined. For instance, the existence
of this flow is ensured as son as bt and σt are Lipschitz, see for instance [18, 22].
The mean field particle system associated with (1.4) is defined by the stochastic flow ξs,tpzq “
pξis,tpzqq1ďiďN of a system of N interacting diffusions
dξis,tpzq “ bt
`
mpξis,tpzqq, ξis,tpzq
˘
dt` σt
`
mpξis,tpzqq, ξis,tpzq
˘
dW it (1.5)
with the empirical measures
mpξis,tpzqq :“
1
N
ÿ
1ďjďN
δ
ξ
j
s,tpzq
In the above displayed formulae, ξs,spzq “ z “ pziq1ďN P pRdqN stands for the initial configuration
and W it are N independent copies of Wt.
1.2 Statement of some main results and article organisation
To motivate this study, the variational calculus developed in the article is illustrated with the
following example
r “ d σpx, yq “ σ0 I and bpx, yq “ ´∇Upyq ´∇V py ´ xq (1.6)
for some σ0 ą 0, some confinement type potential function U (a.k.a. the exterior potential) and
some interaction potential function V . This class of nonlinear diffusions and the corresponding
particle interpretations were introduced by H. P. McKean in [28, 29]. The extended versions of these
Langevin-type nonlinear diffusions on Riemannian manifolds are discussed in the end of section 3.2
as well as in section 4.3.
Nonlinear diffusions (1.4) with constant diffusion and gradient-type drifts (1.6) arise in fluid
mechanics, and more particularly in the modeling of granular flows [6, 7, 35, 42]. In this context,
φs,t represents the evolution semigroup of the velocity of a diffusive particule interacting with the
distribution of the particles around its location and following some confinement exterior potential. In
this interpretation, the mean field particle model (1.5) can be seen as a particle-type representation
of the granular flow.
In the last two decades, the analysis of the long time behavior of this particular class of gradient
type flow diffusions have been developed in various directions:
The first articles on the long time behavior of these models are the couple of articles by
Tamura [33, 34]. The stability properties of one dimensional models has been started in [4, 5]
as well as in [6], see also [9, 11, 35].
Since this period, several sophisticated probabilistic techniques have been developed to analyze
the long time behavior of these Langevin-type nonlinear diffusions, including log-Sobolev functional
inequalities [25, 26], entropy dissipation [10, 15], as well as gradient flows in Wasserstein metric
spaces and optimal transportation inequalities [8, 10, 12, 31], combining the functional Γ2 Bakry-
Emery method [3], with the Otto-Villani approach [32]. The long time self-stabilizing behavior of
this class of processes in multi-wells landscapes has also been developed by J. Tugaut in a series of
articles [36, 37, 39, 40, 41]. For a more thorough discussion on this subject we refer to the recent
article [17], and the references therein.
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Unfortunately, most of the probabilistic techniques discussed above only apply to gradient flow
type diffusions of the form (1.6). The variational calculus developed in the present article is not
restricted to this class of gradient-type nonlinear models. Nevertheless, because of their importance
in practice this introduction illustrates some of our main results in this context.
Firstly, and rather surprisingly, the variational methodology developed in the present article
applies directly to gradient flow models of the form (1.6), simplifying considerably both of their
stability analysis as well as the convergence analysis of their mean field particle interpretations.
This framework also allows to relax unnecessary technical conditions such as the symmetry of
the interaction potential function, or the invariance of the center of mass, currently used in the
literature on this subject (see for instance [33], as well as section 2 in [10], and section 1 in the
more recent article [8]). It also allows to derive uniform as well as almost sure exponential stability
inequalities at the level of the nonlinear diffusion flow. For instance, when V is an even convex
function with bounded Hessian }∇2V }2 :“ supx }∇2V pxq}2 ă 8, and when ∇2U ě λ I, for some
λ ą 0 we have the almost sure estimates
}Xηs,tpxq ´Xµs,tpyq} ď }∇2V }2 pt´ sq e´λpt´sq W2pη, µq ` e´λpt´sq }x´ y} (1.7)
The above estimate is also met for odd interaction potential, as soon as ∇2Upyq`∇2V py´xq ě λ I.
In the above display, it is implicitly assumed that the stochastic flows are driven by the same
Brownian motion.
These almost sure inequalities are direct consequence of the contraction inequality (2.6), the
remark (2.15) and the almost sure estimates stated in corollary 3.2.
To the best of our knowledge, the almost sure exponential decays (1.7) are the first result of this
type for this class of nonlinear gradient flow diffusions.
Consider a pair of random variables pZ0, Z1q with distributions pµ0, µ1q on Rd and set
Zǫ :“ p1´ ǫq Z0 ` ǫ Z1 µǫ :“ LawpZǫq and Xǫs,t :“ Xµǫs,tpZǫq (1.8)
Under the assumptions on the potential functions discussed above, for any differentiable function f
on Rd with bounded gradient we have the first order differential formula
rφs,tpµ1q ´ φs,tpµ0qs pfq “
ż 1
0
Bǫφs,tpµǫqpfq dǫ (1.9)
with the linear differential operator
Bǫφs,tpµǫqpfq :“ E
`@BǫXǫs,t,∇fpXǫs,tqD˘ s.t. |Bǫφs,tpµǫqpfq| ď e´λpt´sq }∇f}
For a more precise statement we refer to theorem 2.2. Almost sure and uniform estimates of the
first order differential maps ǫ ÞÑ BǫXǫs,t are also provided in theorem 2.3.
Section 4.1 also presents a differential calculus to estimate the gradient ∇ξs,tpzq of the stochastic
flow ξs,tpzq of the interacting particle model (1.5). Under the assumptions on the potential functions
discussed above, we shall prove the following uniform spectral norm estimate
}∇ξs,tpzq}2 ď e´λpt´sq
The above result is a direct consequence of theorem 4.1. The above estimate ensures that the N -
particle model converges exponentially fast to its invariant measure with some exponential decay
that doesn’t depends on the number of particles. The latter property can also be checked using
more sophisticated Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities [25]. To the best of our knowledge, the almost
4
sure exponential decays stated above are the first result of this type for this class of interacting
Langevin-type diffusions.
Section 4.2 also provides a natural differential calculus to derive quantitative and uniform prop-
agation of chaos estimates for nonlinear diffusions of the form (1.5). Applying these results to
interacting Langevin-type diffusions, without further work we recover the uniform estimates stated
in theorem 1.2 in [25].
We emphasize that the differential calculus presented in this article allows to consider nonlinear
diffusions evolving in differential manifolds. This should not come as a surprise since our framework
allows to enter the variations of the diffusion matrices associated with these stochastic models which
encapsulates the Riemannian structure of the manifold.
We illustrate these comments in the end of section 2.2 with a rather detailed discussion of an
elementary nonlinear geometric-type diffusion. The manifold version of (1.9) is also provided in
theorem 3.14.
We also underline that the variational calculus on differentiable manifolds developed in sec-
tion 3.2 provides another view and additional results for the diffusions in Rd endowed, when possi-
ble, with the Riemannian metric under which these diffusions are Brownian motion with drift. In
this context, different types of synchronous coupling lead to gradient flow estimates where gradients
of the diffusion functions are replaced by Ricci curvatures.
Quantitative propagation of chaos estimates of mean field particle systems on Riemannian man-
ifolds are provided in section 4.3. Special attention is paid to derive uniform estimates w.r.t. the
time horizon.
2 Nonlinear diffusion semigroups
2.1 Some gradient flow estimates
This section presents some basic properties of the first variational equation associated with the
nonlinear diffusion (1.4). Let σk,t be the k-th column vector of σt, and let∇ubtpx, yq and ∇uσk,tpx, yq
be the gradient of the functions btpx, yq and σk,tpx, yq w.r.t. the coordinate u P tx, yu. We also let
X
i,µ
s,t pxq be the i-th coordinate of the column vector Xµs,tpxq. The Jacobian ∇Xµs,tpxq of the diffusion
flow Xµs,tpxq is given by the gradient pdˆ dq-matrix
∇X
µ
s,tpxq :“
´
∇X
1,µ
s,t pxq, . . . ,∇Xd,µs,t pxq
¯
ùñ d∇Xµs,tpxq “ ∇Xµs,tpxq
«
∇bt
`
φs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxq
˘
dt`
ÿ
1ďkďr
∇σt,k
`
φs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxq
˘
dW kt
ff
Consider the regularity condition stated below:
pHAq : There exists some λA P R such that for any x, y P Rd and t ě 0 we have
Atpx, yq :“ ∇ybtpx, yq `∇ybtpx, yq1 `
ÿ
1ďkďr
∇yσk,tpx, yq∇yσk,tpx, yq1 ď ´2λA I (2.1)
This spectral condition produces several gradient estimates. For instance, we have the following
uniform estimate
pHAq ùñ E
`}∇Xµs,tpxq}22˘1{2 ď E `}∇Xµs,tpxq}2F ˘1{2 ď ?d e´λApt´sq (2.2)
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In addition, we have the almost sure estimate
pHAq and ∇yσk,tpx, yq “ 0 ùñ }∇Xµs,tpxq}2 ď e´λApt´sq (2.3)
The proofs of the above assertions are provided in the appendix, on page 25. For the nonlinear
Langevin diffusion discussed in (1.6) we have
pHAq ðñ ∇2Upyq `∇2V py ´ xq ě λA I ùñ }∇Xµs,tpxq}2 ď e´λApt´sq (2.4)
Arguing as in (1.3) we readily check the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Assume pHAq is satisfied. In this situation, we have
E
`}Xµt pxq ´Xµt pyq}2˘1{2 ď ?d e´λApt´sq }x´ y} (2.5)
In addition, we have the almost sure estimate
∇yσk,t “ 0 ùñ }Xµt pxq ´Xµt pyq} ď e´λApt´sq }x´ y} (2.6)
Whenever λA ă 0 the above estimates ensure that the transition semigroup Pµs,t is exponentially
stable, that is we have that
W2
`
η0P
µ
s,t, η1P
µ
s,t
˘ ď c exp r´λApt´ sqs W2 pη0, η1q (2.7)
These contraction inequalities quantify the stability of the stochastic flow Xµs,tpxq w.r.t. the initial
state x, but they don’t give any information of the stability properties of the nonlinear semigroup
φs,tpµq w.r.t. the initial measure µ.
2.2 A first order differential calculus
This section presents a natural first order differential calculus to analyze the stability properties of
the nonlinear semigroup φs,tpµq. Consider the matrices
Btpz1, z2q :“
»– ∇ybt pz2, z1q ∇xbt pz1, z2q
∇xbt pz2, z1q ∇ybt pz1, z2q
fifl Dt :“ ÿ
1ďkďr
»– ∇xσt,k ∇xσ1t,k ∇xσt,k ∇yσ1t,k
∇yσt,k ∇xσ
1
t,k ∇yσt,k ∇yσ
1
t,k
fifl
(2.8)
In this notation, our second regularity condition takes the following form:
pHCq : There exists some λC P R such that for any x, y P Rd and t ě 0 we have
Ctpx, yq :“ 1
2
“
Bt px, yq `Bt px, yq1
‰`Dt px, yq ď ´λC I (2.9)
Let Zǫ be the collection of random variables with distribution µǫ defined in (1.8). We also
consider a couple of independent stochastic flows
Xǫs,t :“ Xµǫs,tpZǫq and Y ǫs,t :“ Y µǫs,t pZǫq (2.10)
driven by independent Brownian motions, say Wt “ pW kt q1ďkďd and W t “ pW kt q1ďkďd, and starting
from a couple of independent random variables Zǫ and Zǫ with the same law.
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In the further development of this section, we denote by EXp.q the expectation operator w.r.t.
the Brownian motion Wt “ pW kt q1ďkďd and the random variable Zǫ. In this notation, we have
dY ǫs,t “ EX
“
bt
`
Xǫs,t, Y
ǫ
s,t
˘‰
dt` EX
“
σt
`
Xǫs,t, Y
ǫ
s,t
˘‰
dW t
This implies that
d
“BǫY ǫs,t‰ “ EX ”∇xbt `Xǫs,t, Y ǫs,t˘1 BǫXǫs,t `∇ybt `Xǫs,t, Y ǫs,t˘1 BǫY ǫs,tı dt
`
ÿ
1ďkďr
EX
”
∇xσt,k
`
Xǫs,t, Y
ǫ
s,t
˘1 BǫXǫs,t `∇yσt,k `Xǫs,t, Y ǫs,t˘1 BǫY ǫs,t ı dW kt
(2.11)
with the initial condition
BǫY ǫs,s “ BǫZǫ “ Z1 ´ Z0
A simple calculation yields the following estimate
Bt E
”››BǫY ǫs,t››2ı ď Eˆ“BǫXǫs,t, BǫY ǫs,t‰1Ct `Xǫs,t, Y ǫs,t˘ „ BǫXǫs,tBǫY ǫs,t
˙
(2.12)
The inequality in the above display can be turned into an equality when Dt “ 0. Also note that
pHCq ùñ E
`}Y 0s,t ´ Y 1s,t}2˘ ď ż 1
0
E
´››BǫY ǫs,t››2¯ dǫ ď e´2λCpt´sq E `}Z1 ´ Z0}2˘
Let C1b pRdq be the set of differentiable functions on Rd with bounded derivative. A direct consequence
of the fundamental theorem of calculus yields the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. For any s ď t and any f P C1b pRdq and µ0, µ1 P P2pRdq we have the first order
differential formula (1.9). In addition, we have the exponential contraction inequality
pHCq ùñ W2 pφs,tpµ0q, φs,tpµ1qq ď e´λCpt´sq W2pµ0, µ1q (2.13)
When λC ą 0, the above theorem provides an alternative and rather elementary proof of the
exponential asymptotic stability of time varying McKean-Vlasov diffusions with non necessarily
homogenous diffusion functions. To the best of our knowledge this stability property is the first
result of this type for this general class of nonlinear diffusions.
For the Langevin-type diffusion discussed in (1.6) we have Dt “ 0 and the matrix Ct reduces to
´Ctpz1, z2q “
»– ∇2Upz1q 0
0 ∇2Upz2q
fifl
`
»———–
∇2V pz1 ´ z2q ´
“
∇2V pz2 ´ z1q `∇2V pz1 ´ z2q
‰
2
´
“
∇2V pz2 ´ z1q `∇2V pz1 ´ z2q
‰
2
∇2V pz2 ´ z1q
fiffiffiffifl
When V is odd we have
pHCq ðñ ∇2Upz1q `∇2V pz1 ´ z2q ě λC I ðñ pHAq (2.14)
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In the reverse angle, if V is even and convex then we have
pHCq ðñ ∇2U ě λC I ùñ pHAq (2.15)
As expected, explicit formulae are available for linear and Gaussian models. For instance, when
btpx, yq “ A1 x`A2 y and σtpx, yq “ R1{2 with A1, A2 P Rdˆd and R ě 0
the diffusion flow Xµs,tpxq P Rd is linear w.r.t. µ and given for any x P Rd by the formula
X
µ
s,tpxq “ eA2pt´sqpx´ µpeqq ` erA1`A2spt´sq µpeq `
ż t
s
eA2pt´uqR1{2 dWu
In the above display, epxq “ x stands for the identity function on Rd. In this context, the process
Xǫs,t defined in (2.10) is also given by the formula
Xǫs,t “ eA2pt´sqpZǫ ´ µǫpeqq ` erA1`A2spt´sq µǫpeq `
ż t
s
eA2pt´uqR1{2 dWu
ùñ BǫXǫs,t “ eA2pt´sqppZ1 ´ Z0q ´ EpZ1 ´ Z0qq ` erA1`A2spt´sq EpZ1 ´ Z0q
This yields the rather crude estimate
E
`}BǫXǫs,t}2˘ ď ”}erA1`A2spt´sq}22 ` }eA2pt´sq}22ı Ep}Z1 ´ Z0}2q
Up to some constant, this shows that the r.h.s. Wasserstein contraction estimate in (2.13) is met
with ´λC “ ρpA1`A2q_ρpA2q. Applying Coppel’s inequality (cf. Proposition 3 in [14]) we can also
choose ´λC “ rςpA1 `A2q _ ςpA2qs p1 ´ δq for any 0 ă δ ă 1, where ςpAq :“ maxi tRerλipAqsu ď
ρpAq stands for the spectral abscissa of a square matrix A.
It may happen the stochastic flow (1.4) remains in some domain S Ă Rd. The simplest model
we have in head is the geometric diffusion on S “ r0,8r associated with the parameters
btpx, yq “ ra1 ´ a2 xs y and σtpx, yq “ σ0 y with a1 P R and a2, σ0 ą 0
In this situation, the diffusion flow Xµs,tpxq P S is nonlinear w.r.t. µ and given for any x P S by
X
µ
s,tpxq “ ψt´spµq Es,tpW q x with Es,tpW q :“ exp
„
σ0pWt ´Wsq ´ σ
2
0
2
pt´ sq

(2.16)
with the function ψt defined by
ψtpµq “ 1
e´a1t ` a2 µpeq θa1ptq
with θa1ptq :“ a´11 p1´ e´a1tq
In the above display, we have used the convention θ0ptq “ t. In this context, the process Xǫs,t defined
in (2.10) is also given by the formula
Xǫs,t “ ψt´spµǫq Es,tpW q Zǫ
ùñ BǫXǫs,t “ ψt´spµǫq Es,tpW qq rpZ1 ´ Z0q ´ a2 θa1ptq ψt´spµǫq Zǫ EpZ1 ´ Z0qs
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Assume that a1 ă 0 is chosen so that |a1| ą σ20{2. In this situation, for any x, y P S we have
Atpx, yq “ 2ra1 ´ a2 xs ` σ20 ď 2a1 ` σ20 ùñ pHAq with λA “ |a1| ´ σ20{2 ă 0
as well as
ψtpµq “ |a1| e
´|a1|t
|a1| ` a2 µpeq
`
1´ e´|a1|t˘ ď e´|a1|t
This yields the estimate
E
“rBǫXǫs,ts2‰ ď ”1` |a´11 a2| e´|a1|pt´sq ´EpZ20q1{2 _ EpZ21 q1{2¯ı2 e´p2|a1|´σ20qpt´sq EppZ1 ´ Z0q2q
Up to some constant, this shows that the r.h.s. Wasserstein contraction estimate in (2.13) is met
with λC “ |a1| ´ σ20{2.
The analysis of nonlinear diffusions on more general differentiable manifolds is based on more
sophisticated differential techniques. The extension of the variational calculus developed above to
this class of stochastic processes on manifolds is provided in section 3.2.
We end this section with some illustrations of our results on time homogeneous models pbt, σtq “
pb, σq satisfying condition pHCq. We set φt :“ φ0,t, and Pµt :“ Pµ0,t. By theorem 2.2, there exists an
unique invariant measure
π “ φtpπq and W2 pφtpµq, πq ď e´λC t W2 pµ, πq
For the nonlinear Langevin diffusion discussed in (1.6) condition pHCq is met when (2.14) or (2.15)
are satisfied. In this context, Xπt :“ Xπ0,t is a conventional Langevin diffusion given by the time
homogeneous stochastic differential equation
dXπt “ ´∇V πpXπt q dt` σ0 dWt with 2´1V πpyq “ Upyq `
ż
πpdxq V py ´ xq
In this situation, the unique invariant measure of Xπt is given by
̟pπqpdxq :“ 1
vπ
exp
„
´ 1
σ0
V πpxq

dx with vπ :“
ż
exp
„
´ 1
σ0
V πpxq

dx
In the above display, dx stands for the Lebesgue measure on Rd. In this case the measure π “
φtpπq “ πP πt is the unique solution of the equation π “ ̟pπq. We underline that the uniqueness of
the invariant measure is not ensured for double-well confinement potential functions and too small
noise. Further details on this subject including a description of the invariant measures for small
noise can be found in the series of articles [19, 20, 21].
Whenever pHCq is met, we also have the uniform moment estimates
φtpµqp}e}2q1{2 ď πp}e}2q1{2 `W2 pµ, πq (2.17)
In the same vein, when when pHAq and pHCq are met we have
E
“}Xµt pxq}2‰1{2 ď πp}e}2q1{2 `W2 pδxPµt , πq ď c “πp}e}2q _ µp}e}2q‰1{2 r1` }x}s
for some finite constant c. The last assertion comes from the fact that
W2 pδxPµt , πq ď W2 pδxPµt , φtpµqq `W2 pφtpµq, πq ď c e´pλA^λCqt rW2 pδx, µq `W2 pµ, πqs
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2.3 Some almost sure estimates
We fix the parameters ǫ and some given time horizon s ě 0, and we set yt :“ BǫY ǫs,t, for any t P rs,8r,
with the process Y ǫs,t defined in (2.11). Also consider the processes
dzt :“ z0,t dt`
ÿ
1ďkďr
zk,t dW
k
t and dZt :“ Z0,t dt`
ÿ
1ďkďr
Zk,t dW
k
t
with the collection of processes
z0,t :“ EX
”
∇xbt
`
Xǫs,t, Y
ǫ
s,t
˘1 BǫXǫs,tı zk,t :“ EX ”∇xσt,k `Xǫs,t, Y ǫs,t˘1 BǫXǫs,tı
Z0,t :“ EX
”
∇ybt
`
Xǫs,t, Y
ǫ
s,t
˘1ı
and Zk,t :“ EX
”
∇yσt,k
`
Xǫs,t, Y
ǫ
s,t
˘1ı
In this notation, the evolution equation (2.11) reduces to
dyt :“ dzt ` dZt yt
Let t P rs,8rÞÑ Et be the solution of the matrix evolution equation
dEt :“ dZt Et with Es “ I and set @t P ru,8r Eu,t :“ EtE´1u
ùñ @t P ru,8r d Eu,t :“ dZt Eu,t
In this notation, we readily check that
yt “ Es,t ys `
ż t
s
Eu,t
˜
dzu ´
ÿ
1ďkďr
Zk,uzk,u du
¸
Whenever condition pHAq is met, for any given u ě 0 and any t P ru,8r we have
d
“
E 1u,t Eu,t
‰ “ E 1u,t
«
Z0,t ` Z 10,t `
ÿ
1ďkďr
Z 1k,t Zk,t
ff
Eu,t dt`
ÿ
1ďkďr
E 1u,t
`
Zk,t ` Z 1k,t
˘
Eu,t dW
k
t
ď ´2λA E 1u,t Eu,t dt`
ÿ
1ďkďr
E 1u,t
`
Zk,t ` Z 1k,t
˘
Eu,t dW
k
t
This shows that
pHAq and ∇yσk,t “ 0 ùñ E 1u,t Eu,t ď e´2λApt´uq I
In addition, when ∇xbt is uniformly bounded, ∇xσk,t “ 0 and pHCq is met, using (2.12) we have
almost sure estimate
}BǫY ǫs,t} ď e´λApt´sq}Z1 ´ Z0} ` }∇xbt}2
ż t
s
e´λApt´uq E
`}BǫXǫs,u}˘ du
ď e´λApt´sq}Z1 ´ Z0} ` }∇xbt}2
λA ´ λC
´
e´λCpt´sq ´ e´λApt´sq
¯
E
`}Z1 ´ Z0}2˘1{2
with the uniform spectral norm
}∇xbt}2 :“ sup
x,y
}∇xbtpx, yq}2
We summarize the above discussion with the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that ∇xbt is uniformly bounded, ∇xσk,t “ 0 “ ∇yσk,t and conditions pHAq
and pHCq are met. In this situation, we have the almost sure estimate
}BǫXǫs,t} ď e´λApt´sq}Z1 ´ Z0} ` pt´ sq e´λpt´sq }∇xbt}2 E
`}Z1 ´ Z0}2˘1{2
with the process Xǫs,t defined in (1.8) and the parameter λ :“ λA ^ λC .
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3 Some extensions
3.1 A backward variational formula
The stochastic transition semigroup associated with the flow Xµs,tpxq is defined for any mesurable
function f on Rd by the formula
P
µ
s,tpfqpxq :“ fpXµs,tpxqq ùñ Pµs,tpfqpxq “ E
`
P
µ
s,tpfqpxq
˘
For twice differentiable function f we have the gradient and the Hessian formulae
∇P
µ
s,tpfqpxq “ ∇Xµs,tpxq Pµs,tp∇fqpxq
∇2P
µ
s,tpfqpxq “
“
∇X
µ
s,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq
‰
P
µ
s,tp∇2fqpxq `∇2Xµs,tpxq Pµs,tp∇fqpxq
In the above display, ∇2Xµs,tpxq stand for the tensors functions
∇2X
µ
s,tpxqpi,jq,k “ Bi,jXµ,ks,t pxq“
∇X
µ
s,tpxq b∇Xµs,tpxq
‰
pi,jq,pk,lq
“ ∇Xµs,tpxqi,k∇Xµs,tpxqj,l
Also recall that the infinitesimal generator Lt,φs,tpµq of the stochastic flow (1.4) is given for any
twice differentiable function f by the second order operator
Lt,φs,tpµqpfqpxq :“ xbtpφs,tpµq, xq,∇fpxqy `
1
2
Tr
“
∇2fpxq σtpφs,tpµq, xq σtpφs,tpµq, xq1
‰
Next theorem is an extension of a theorem by Da Prato-Menaldi-Tubaro [16] to nonlinear diffusions.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that btpx, yq and σtpx, yq are Lipschitz functions w.r.t. the parameters
pt, x, yq. In this situation, for any µ P P2pRdq we have
P
µ
s,tpfqpxq “ fpxq `
ż t
s
Lu,φs,upµq
´
P
φs,upµq
u,t pfq
¯
pxq du
`
ż t
s
∇P
φs,upµq
u,t pfqpxq1 σupφs,upµq, xq pdWu (3.1)
where pdWu stands for the backward integration notation, so that the r.h.s. term in the above formula
is a square integrable backward martingale.
The proof of the above formula follows the elegant stochastic backward variational analysis
developed in [16]. A sketched proof is provided in the appendix, on page 26.
We further assume that ∇xσk,tpx, yq “ 0. In this situation, using the backward formula (3.1)
we check the stochastic interpolation formula
Bu
´
X
φs,upµq
u,t ˝Xηs,u
¯
pyq1 “ rφs,upηq ´ φs,upµqs pbup.,Xηs,upyqqq1
”
∇X
φs,upµq
u,t
ı
pXηs,upyqq
Equivalently, we have
X
η
s,tpxq ´Xµs,tpxq “
ż t
s
”
∇X
φs,upµq
u,t
ı
pXηs,upxqq1 rφs,upηq ´ φs,upµqs pbup.,Xηs,upxqqq du (3.2)
Combining (2.2) and (2.3) with (2.13) we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.2. Assume the conditions of theorem 3.1 are satisfied and we have ∇xσk,t “ 0 and
}∇xbtpx, yq}2 ď c, for some constant c ă 8. Also assume that pHAq and pHCq are met for some
parameters λA and λC . In this situation we have the exponential decay estimates
E
`}Xηs,tpxq ´Xµs,tpxq}2˘1{2 ď c ?d pt´ sq e´λpt´sq W2pη, µq with λ :“ λA ^ λC
In addition, when ∇yσk,t “ 0 we have the uniform and almost sure estimates
}Xηs,tpxq ´Xµs,tpxq} ď c pt´ sq e´λpt´sq W2pη, µq
3.2 Diffusions on smooth manifolds
This section is concerned with the extension of our results to nonlinear diffusions on Riemannian
manifolds. Let us begin with the general necessary facts about nonlinear diffusions in manifolds.
Our presentation will be made as similar as possible to the one in Euclidean space. For this, we
will need Itô differentials of manifold valued diffusions, parallel translation, covariant differential of
tangent bundle valued semimartingales.
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension d. Stratonovich calculus is similar on M and on Rd.
So we are able to deal with Stratonovich SDE’s of the type
˝dXµs,tpxq “ bSt pφs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxqq dt` σpXµs,tpxqqq ˝ dWt, (3.3)
where for y PM
bSt pη, yq “
ż
M
ηpdxqbSt px, yq, bSt px, yq P TyM,
Wt is a R
m-valued Brownian motion and σpyq is a linear map Rm Ñ TyM . For simplicity σ will not
depend on time, but the time-dependent σ can also be treated, we refer to [1] for this extension,
and also for the details of the constructions below.
The only situation we will be interested in is when for all y PM the map
pσσ˚qpyq : T ˚yM Ñ TyM
is a linear diffeomorphism. In this situation a scalar product can be defined in T ˚yM and then in
TyM , leading to a Riemannian structure on M . The scalar product in T
˚
yM is
g˚pyqpα, βq “ xσ˚pyqpαq, σ˚pyqpβqyRm , (3.4)
and the scalar product in TyM is
gpyqpu, vq “ g˚pyq `pσσ˚q´1pyqpuq, pσσ˚q´1pyqpvq˘ . (3.5)
Associated to the metric g is the Levi-Civita connection ∇, which will be used to define parallel
transport, Itô equations, Itô covariant differentials. Recall that the parallel transport along a
continuous M -valued semimartingale X is the linear map {{t : TX0M Ñ TXtM which satisfies
{{0 “ Id and the Stratonovich SDE ∇˝dXt{{t “ 0. It is the natural extension to parallel transport
along smooth paths, and it is an isometry. Parallel translation allows to anti-develop Xt in TX0M
with the Stratonovich integral
A pXqt “
ż t
0
{{´1s ˝ dXs
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The process ApXq takes its values in the vector space, it has an Itô differential dApXqt, which
allows to define the Itô differential of Xt
d∇Xt :“ {{tdA pXqt. (3.6)
This Itô differential is formally a vector which can be expressed in local coordinates as
d∇Xt “
ˆ
dXit `
1
2
Γij,kpXtq dăXj ,Xkąt
˙ B
Bxi pXtq, with the Christoffel symbols Γ
i
j,k.
The next object to consider is Itô covariant derivative DUt of a TXtM -valued continuous semi-
martingale Ut:
DUt :“ {{td
`{{´1t Ut˘ , (3.7)
easily defined from the fact that {{´1t Ut is vector valued. From the isometry property of parallel
translation we easily get the formula for Vt another TXtM -valued semimartingale and x¨, ¨y :“ g,
dxUt, Vty “ xDUt, Vty ` xUt,DVty ` xDUt,DVty. (3.8)
Defining btpx, yq :“ bSt px, yq `
1
2
mÿ
k“1
∇σkpσkpyqq (where for two vector fields A,B, ∇ApBpyqq
denotes the covariant derivative of A in the direction Bpyq), it is well known that the Stratonovich
SDE (3.3) is equivalent to the Itô SDEs
d∇X
µ
s,tpxq “ btpφs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxqq dt` σpXµs,tpxqq dWt. (3.9)
A remarkable fact concerning this equation, is that whenever it exists, a solution to equation (3.9)
is a diffusion with nonlinear generator Lt,φs,tpµq, where
Lt,η “ 1
2
∆`
ż
M
ηpdxq btpx, yq. (3.10)
So we can consider that the starting point of our study is SDE (3.9) in a Riemannian manifold
pM,gq.
Let us adapt the regularity conditions pHAq and pHCq:
Define Agt px, yq :“ ∇ybtpx, yq ` ∇ybtpx, yq1, where ∇ybtpx, yq is the covariant derivative with
respect to the variable y, it is a linear map from TyM into itself, and ∇ybtpx, yq1 is its adjoint with
respect to the Riemannian metric.
pHgAq : There exists some λgA P R such that for any x, y PM and t ě 0 we have
A
g
t px, yq ´ Ricpyq ď ´2λgA gpyq (3.11)
where Ric is the Ricci curvature tensor of M .
Let Bgt be as in (2.8) with gradient replaced by covariant derivative.
Define Cgt px, yq :“ 12
“
B
g
t px, yq `Bgt px, yq1
‰
.
pHgCq : There exists some λgC P R such that for any x, y PM and t ě 0 we have
C
g
t px, yq ´
1
2
RicMˆM px, yq ď ´λgC gMˆM px, yq (3.12)
where gMˆM px, yq, RicMˆM px, yq are the product metric and Ricci curvature on M ˆM .
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Theorem 3.3. We have the exponential expansion or contraction inequalities
pHgAq ùñ W2
`
η0P
µ
s,t, η1P
µ
s,t
˘ ď c e´λgApt´sq W2 pη0, η1q (3.13)
for some finite constant c. In addition, we have
pHgCq ùñ W2 pφs,tpµ0q, φs,tpµ1qq ď e´λ
g
C
pt´sq
W2pµ0, µ1q (3.14)
Remark: The results of Theorem 3.3 still hold when σ “ σt and g “ gt depend on time, one just
has to replace in pHgAq Ric by Ric´ 9g and in pHgCq RicMˆM by RicMˆM ´ 9gMˆM .
Proof. The proof of the first estimate is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [1] (where time
dependent metrics are considered), so we will omit it. The proof of the second one is a combination
of this proof and to the one of Theorem 2.2 in the present article. Let us go into the details.
Let Z0, Z1 two random variables with values inM , and such that pZ0, Z1qminimizes Erd2pZ0, Z1qs
under the condition that Z0 has law µ0 and Z1 has law µ1. For all ω, let ǫ ÞÑ Zǫpωq be a geodesic
between Z0pωq and Z1pωq.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, let Y µ0s,s pxq “ x and t P rs,8rÞÑ Y µ0s,t pxq solve the equation
dY
µ0
s,t pxq “ btpφs,tpµ0q, Y µ0s,t pxqq dt` σpY µ0s,t pxqq dW¯t
where W¯t is a R
m valued Brownian motion independent of Wt. Let pZ¯ǫqǫPr0,1s be independent of
pZǫqǫPr0,1s with the same law, Y ǫs,s “ Z¯ǫ and Y ǫs,t the solution to the Itô SDE
dY ǫs,t “ EX
“
btpXǫs,t, Y ǫs,tq
‰
dt` {{ 0,ǫs,t
`
σpY 0s,tq dW¯t
˘
, (3.15)
where ǫ ÞÑ {{ 0,ǫs,t pωq is the parallel transport along the ǫ ÞÑ Y ǫs,tpωq. Notice that Y 0s,t ” Y µ0s,t pZ¯0q.
The equation (3.15) is not an SDE on the manifold M , it is an SDE on C1 M -valued paths.
Existence of solutions have been established in [1]. The processes t ÞÑ Y ǫs,t are obtained one from
the others by infinitesimal synchronious coupling, and it is the only construction where a.s. the
paths ǫ ÞÑ Y ǫs,tpωq has finite variation. Moreover, the derivatives of theses paths satisfy
DBǫY ǫs,t “ EX
“
∇xbtpXǫs,t, Y ǫs,tqBǫXǫs,t
‰
dt` EX
“
∇ybtpXǫs,t, Y ǫs,tq
‰ BǫY ǫs,t dt´ 12 Ric7pBǫY ǫs,tq dt (3.16)
where Ric7puq is the vector such that xRic7puq, vy “ Ricpu, vq. The advantage of this construction
is that the above covariant derivative has finite variation, and this implies
d}BǫY ǫs,t}2 “ 2 xBǫY ǫs,t,DBǫY ǫs,ty.
Then the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 2.2:
Bt E
“}BǫY ǫs,t}2‰
“ E
„Bˆ BǫXǫs,t
BǫY ǫs,t
˙
, BtpXǫs,t, Y ǫs,tq
ˆ BǫXǫs,t
BǫY ǫs,t
˙F
´ E “RicpBǫY ǫs,t, BǫY ǫs,tq‰
“ E
„Bˆ BǫXǫs,t
BǫY ǫs,t
˙
, BtpXǫs,t, Y ǫs,tq
ˆ BǫXǫs,t
BǫY ǫs,t
˙F
´ 1
2
E
„
RicMˆM
ˆˆ BǫXǫs,t
BǫY ǫs,t
˙
,
ˆ BǫXǫs,t
BǫY ǫs,t
˙˙
ď ´λgC E
«››››ˆ BǫXǫs,tBǫY ǫs,t
˙››››2
ff
“ ´2λgC E
“}BǫY ǫs,t}2‰ .
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This implies that
E
“}BǫY ǫs,t}2‰ ď E ”}Bǫ|ǫ“0Zǫ}2ı e´2λgCpt´sq “ e´2λgCpt´sq W22pµ0, µ1q.
On the other hand, we have
W
2
2 pφs,tpµ0q, φs,tpµ1qq ď E
«ˆż 1
0
}BǫY ǫs,t} dǫ
˙2ff
ď
ż 1
0
E
“}BǫY ǫs,t}2‰ dǫ ď e´2λgCpt´sq W22pµ0, µ1q
This ends the proof of the theorem.
An important example of nonlinear diffusions in manifolds is again given by Langevin diffusions,
defined as in (3.9), with now
btpx, yq “ ´∇Upyq ´∇pF ˝ ρxqpyq (3.17)
where U is a potential function, ρ is the Riemannian distance associated to the metric g, ρx is the
distance to x and F : R` Ñ R is a C2 function. A sufficient condition btpx, yq defined by (3.17) to
be well defined and smooth is that the derivative of F is nul at the origin and the support of F is
included in r0, ıpMqq, where ıpMq denotes the injectivity radius of M . But smoothness of btpx, yq
is not a necessary condition for defining nonlinear diffusions.
We find that for u, v P TyM ,
∇ybpu, vq “ ´∇2Upu, vq ´∇2pF ˝ ρxqpu, vq. (3.18)
In this context, condition pHgAq reduces to
∇2Upyq `∇2pF ˝ ρxqpyq ` 1
2
Ricpyq ě λgA gpyq. (3.19)
If for instance M is simply connected with nonpositive curvature (which implies that the distance
function ρ is convex), and F is nondecreasing, a sufficient condition is
∇2Upyq ` 1
2
Ricpyq ě λgA gpyq. (3.20)
The computation of Bt reveals that it is symmetric, and that for pu, vq P TxM ˆ TyM ,
Btpx, yqppu, vq, pu, vqq “ ´∇2Upxqpu, uq ´∇2Upyqpv, vq ´∇2pF ˝ ρqpx, yqppu, vq, pu, vqq, (3.21)
In this context condition pHgCq reduces to
∇2U‘2px, yq `∇2pF ˝ ρqpx, yq ` 1
2
RicMˆMpx, yq ě λgC gMˆM px, yq (3.22)
where U‘2px, yq “ Upxq ` Upyq. Here again, when M is simply connected with nonpositive curva-
ture, F is convex and nondecreasing, the above condition is met as soon as
∇2Upyq ` 1
2
Ricpyq ě λgC gpyq. (3.23)
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4 Mean field interacting diffusions
4.1 Stability properties
The interacting diffusion flow ξjs,tpzq “ pξj,ks,t pzqq1ďkďd P Rd presented in (1.5) can be rewritten as
dξ
j
s,tpzq “ F jt pξs,tpzqq dt`
ÿ
1ďαďr
G
j
t,α pξs,tpzqq dW j,αt
with the drift and the diffusion functions defined for any z “ pz1, . . . , zN q P pRdqN with zi “
pzliq1ďlďd P Rd by the formulae
F
j,k
t pzq “
1
N
ÿ
1ďnďN
bkt pzn, zjq and Gj,kt,αpzq “
1
N
ÿ
1ďnďN
σkt,αpzn, zjq
For any differentiable function H : z P pRdqN ÞÑ Hpzq P pRdqN and any 1 ď i, j ď N and 1 ď l, k ď d
we consider the gradient blocks
r∇Hpzqsi,j “ ∇ziHjpzq with
“
∇ziH
jpzq‰
l,k
“ BzliH
j,kpzq
In this notation, for any i ­“ j we have”
∇ziF
j
t pzq
ı
l,k
“ 1
N
Bzlib
k
t pzi, zjq ùñ r∇Ftpzqsi,j “
1
N
∇xbtpzi, zjq
and the diagonal term
r∇Ftpzqsi,i “
1
N
∇xbtpzi, ziq `∇ybtpmpzq, ziq
Using the composition rule
∇ rH1 ˝H2s pzq “ ∇H2pzq p∇H1q pH2pzqq (4.1)
we check that
d r∇ξs,tpzqsi,j “ r∇ξs,tpzq∇Ft pξs,tpzqqsi,j dt`
ÿ
1ďαďd
r∇ξs,tpzq∇Gt,α pξs,tpzqqsi,j dW j,αt (4.2)
pHAq : There exists some λA P R such that for any z P pRdqN and t ě 0 we have
Atpzq “ ∇Ftpzq `∇Ftpzq1 `
ÿ
1ďαďr
∇Gt,αpzq∇Gt,αpzq1 ď ´2λA I (4.3)
This spectral condition produces several gradient estimates. For instance, arguing as in (2.6) we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Assume condition pHAq is satisfied. In this situation we have the uniform exponen-
tial decay estimates
E
“}∇ξs,tpzq}22‰1{2 ď E “}∇ξs,tpzq}2F ‰1{2 ď ?dN e´λApt´sq (4.4)
In addition, when ∇Gt,αpzq “ 0 we have the uniform almost sure exponential decay estimate
}∇ξs,tpzq}2 ď e´λApt´sq and }ξs,tpzq ´ ξs,tpzq} ď e´λApt´sq }z ´ z} (4.5)
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The proof of the above theorem is provided in the appendix, on page 28.
For the nonlinear Langevin diffusion discussed in (1.6) we have ∇Gt,αpzq “ 0 and
r∇Ftpzqsi,j “
1
N
∇2V pzj ´ ziq
r∇Ftpzqsi,i “ ´∇2Upziq `
1
N
∇2V p0q ´ 1
N
ÿ
1ďnďN
∇2V pzi ´ znq
In this situation we have
2´1Atpzq “ ´Diag
`
∇2Upz1q, . . . ,∇2UpzN q
˘´ 1
N
Etpzq
with the matrix Etpzq with block entries
rEtpzqsi,j “ ´
1
2
“
∇2V pzj ´ ziq `∇2V pzi ´ zjq
‰
and rEtpzqsi,i “
ÿ
1ďn ­“iďN
∇2V pzi ´ znq
When V is odd we have
∇2Upyq `
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
∇2V py ´ xq ě λAI ùñ pHAq
When V is even and convex we have Etpzq ě 0 and therefore
∇2Upyq ě λA I ùñ pHAq
In this situation, we also have
dξit “ ´
1
N
ÿ
1ďjďN
”
∇V pξit ´ ξjt q `∇Upξitq
ı
dt` dW it with 1 ď i ď N (4.6)
Last but not least, whenever ∇V p0q “ 0 we have
Vpzq :“ 1
N
ÿ
1ďiăjďN
V pzi ´ zjq ` V pzj ´ ziq
2
`
ÿ
1ďiďN
Upziq
ùñ ∇ziVpzq “
1
N
ÿ
1ďjďN
∇V pzi ´ zjq `∇Upziq
Note that ∇V p0q “ 0 holds when V is even. In this situation, the diffusion ξt reduces to a conven-
tional Langevin diffusion
dξt “ ´∇Vpξtq dt` dWt with Wt “ pW 1t , . . . ,WNt q1
In this context, the stationary measure of the particle model ξt is given by the Gibbs measure
νpdzq9 exp r´2Vpzqs dz
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4.2 Propagation of chaos properties
For any differentiable function gpx, yq from R2d into Rd we let ∇ugpx, yq be the gradient matrices
w.r.t. the coordinate u P tx, yu, and we set
∇x{yg :“ ∇xg `∇yg
We extend matrix-valued functions G : z P Rk ÞÑ Gpzq P Rdˆd to the product space R2k by setting
Grz; zs :“
ż 1
0
Gpz ` ǫpz ´ zqq dǫ ùñ Grz; zs “ Gpzq
We also consider the mapping δ : Rd Ñ Rd ˆ Rd, x ÞÑ px, xq, and for any x;x P Rd we set
∇δx{ybtrx;xs :“ ∇x{ypbt ˝ δqrx;xs and ∇δx{yσt,krx;xs :“ ∇x{ypσt,k ˝ δqrx;xs
Let Btpz, zq and Dtpz, zq be the functions defined for any z “ px, yq and z :“ px, yq P R2d by
Btpz, zq :“ 1
N
B
p1q
t pz, zq `
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
B
p0q
t pz, zq
Dtpz, zq :“ 1
N
D
p1q
t pz, zq `
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
D
p0q
t pz, zq
The matrices B
piq
t pz, zq in the above display are given by
B
p1q
t pz, zq :“
«
∇δ
x{ybtrx;xs 0
0 ∇δ
x{ybtry; ys
ff
B
p0q
t pz, zq :“
»– ∇ybtrpy, xq; py, xqs ∇xbtrpy, xq; py, xqs
∇xbtrpx, yq; px, yqqs ∇ybtrpx, yq; px, yqs
fifl
and the matrices D
piq
t pz, zq are given by
D
p1q
t pz, zq :“
ÿ
1ďkďr
«
∇δ
x{yσt,krx;xs1 ∇δx{yσt,krx;xs 0
0 ∇δ
x{yσt,kry; ys1 ∇δx{yσt,kry; ys
ff
D
p0q
t pz, zq :“ 2
ÿ
1ďkďr
ˆ
∇xσt,krz; zs1 ∇xσt,krz; zs ∇xσt,krz; zs1 ∇yσt,krz; zs
∇yσt,krz; zs1 ∇xσt,krz; zs ∇yσt,krz; zs1 ∇yσt,krz; zs
˙
Consider the following regularity condition:
pHCq : There exists some λC P R such that for any z, z P R2d and t ě 0 we have
Ctpz, zq :“ 1
2
“
Btpz, zq ` Btpz, zq1
‰`Dtpz, zq ď ´λC I (4.7)
Let ζ0 “ pζ i0q1ďiďN be N independent copies of a random variable with distribution µ on Rd.
Let ξt :“ ξ0,tpζ0q and consider the diffusion processes ζt “ pζ itq1ďiďN defined as ξt by replacing the
occupation measures mpξtq by the distributions µt “ φtpµq :“ φ0,tpµq; that is, for any 1 ď i ď N
we have
dζ it “ btpµt, ζ itq dt` σtpµt, ζ itq dW it
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Theorem 4.2. Assume condition pHCq is satisfied. In this situation, for any ǫ ą 0 and any
distribution µ on Rd we have
E
`}ξ1t ´ ζ1t }2˘ ď 1N
ż t
0
e´2pλC´ǫqpt´sq
ˆ
2αspµq ` βspµq
2ǫ
˙
ds (4.8)
with the parameters
αtpµq :“
ÿ
1ďkďr
ż
φtpµqpdxq }σt,kpx, xq ´ σt,kpφtpµq, xq}2
βtpµq :“ 1
N
ż
φtpµqpdxq }btpx, xq ´ btpφtpµq, xq}2
`
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙ż
φtpµqpdxqφtpµqpdyq }btpx, yq ´ btpφtpµq, yq}2
Proof. We set St :“ E
`}ξ1t ´ ζ1t }2˘. Using the decomposition
dpξ1t ´ ζ1t q “
“
btpmpξtq, ξ1t q ´ btpµt, ζ1t q
‰
dt` “σtpmpξtq, ξ1t q ´ σtpµt, ζ1t q‰ dW 1t
we check that
BtSt “ 2 E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpmpξtq, ξ1t q ´ btpµt, ζ1t qy˘` Σt ` Γt
`2
ÿ
1ďkďr
E
`@
σt,kpmpξtq, ξ1t q ´ σt,kpmpζtq, ζ1t q, σt,kpmpζtq, ζ1t q ´ σt,kpµt, ζ1t q
D˘
with Σt and Γt defined by
Σt :“
ÿ
1ďkďr
E
`}σt,kpmpξtq, ξ1t q ´ σt,kpmpζtq, ζ1t q}2˘
Γt :“
ÿ
r
E
`}σt,kpmpζtq, ζ1t q ´ σt,kpµt, ζ1t q}2˘
Applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we find that
2´1BtSt ď It ` Σt ` Jt ` Γt
with
It :“ E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpmpξtq, ξ1t q ´ btpmpζtq, ζ1t qy˘
Jt :“ E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpmpζtq, ζ1t q ´ btpµt, ζ1t qy˘
To estimate the term Σt we observe that
E
`}σt,kpmpξtq, ξ1t q ´ σt,kpmpζtq, ζ1t q}2˘
“ 1
N2
ÿ
1ďi,jďN
E
´A
σt,kpξit , ξ1t q ´ σt,kpζ it , ζ1t q, σt,kpξjt , ξ1t q ´ σt,kpζjt , ζ1t q
E¯
ď 1
N2
ÿ
1ďi,jďN
E
´
}σt,kpξit , ξ1t q ´ σt,kpζ it , ζ1t q}}σt,kpξjt , ξ1t q ´ σt,kpζjt , ζ1t q}
¯
ď 1
N
E
`}σt,kpξ1t , ξ1t q ´ σt,kpζ1t , ζ1t q}2˘` ˆ1´ 1N
˙
E
`}σt,kpξ1t , ξ2t q ´ σt,kpζ1t , ζ2t q}2˘
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On the other hand, for any differentiable function g from R2d into Rd, and for any z “ px, yq and
z “ px, yq P R2d we have the first order decomposition
gpzq ´ gpzq “ ∇xgrz, zs px´ xq `∇ygrz, zs py ´ yq
ùñ
$’’&’’%
}gpzq ´ gpzq}2 “ px´ x, y ´ yq1 ∇grz, zs
ˆ
x´ x
y ´ y
˙
}gpx, xq ´ gpx, xq}2 “ px´ xq1 ∇x{ygrx, xs1 ∇x{ygrx, xs px´ xq
with the matrix
∇grz, zs :“
ˆ
∇xgrz, zs1 ∇xgrz, zs ∇xgrz, zs1 ∇ygrz, zs
∇ygrz, zs1 ∇xgrz, zs ∇ygrz, zs1 ∇ygrz, zs
˙
By symmetry arguments, this implies that
2
ÿ
1ďkďr
E
`}σt,kpξ1t , ξ1t q ´ σt,kpζ1t , ζ1t q}2˘
“ E
„`
ξ1t ´ ζ1t , ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˘1
D
p1q
t ppξ1t , ξ2t q, pζ1t , ζ2t qq
ˆ
ξ1t ´ ζ1t
ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˙
In the same vein, we have
2
ÿ
1ďkďr
E
`}σt,kpξ1t , ξ2t q ´ σt,kpζ1t , ζ2t q}2˘
“ E
„`
ξ1t ´ ζ1t , ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˘1
D
p0q
t ppξ1t , ξ2t q, pζ1t , ζ2t qq
ˆ
ξ1t ´ ζ1t
ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˙
This yields the estimate
2Σt ď E
„`
ξ1t ´ ζ1t , ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˘1
Dtppξ1t , ξ2t q, pζ1t , ζ2t qq
ˆ
ξ1t ´ ζ1t
ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˙
‘ (4.9)
To estimate the term It we use the decomposition
It “ 1
N
E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpξ1t , ξ1t q ´ btpζ1t , ζ1t qy˘`ˆ1´ 1N
˙
E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpξ2t , ξ1t q ´ btpζ2t , ζ1t qy˘ (4.10)
Also notice that
2 E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpξ1t , ξ1t q ´ btpζ1t , ζ1t qy˘
“ 2 E `xξ1t ´ ζ1t ,∇x{ypbt ˝ δqrξ1t , ζ1t s pξ1t ´ ζ1t qy˘
“ E
„`
ξ1t ´ ζ1t , ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˘1
B
p1q
t rpξ1t , ξ2t q; pζ1t , ζ2t qs
ˆ
ξ1t ´ ζ1t
ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˙
We also have
E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpξ2t , ξ1t q ´ btpζ2t , ζ1t qy˘
“ E `xξ1t ´ ζ1t ,∇xbtrpξ2t , ξ1t q; pζ2t , ζ1t qs pξ2t ´ ζ2t qy˘` E `xξ1t ´ ζ1t ,∇ybtrpξ2t , ξ1t q; pζ2t , ζ1t qs pξ1t ´ ζ1t qy˘
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This implies that
2E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpξ2t , ξ1t q ´ btpζ2t , ζ1t qy˘
“ E `xξ1t ´ ζ1t ,∇xbtrpξ2t , ξ1t q; pζ2t , ζ1t qs pξ2t ´ ζ2t qy˘
`E `xξ2t ´ ζ2t ,∇xbtrpξ1t , ξ2t q; pζ1t , ζ2t qs pξ1t ´ ζ1t qy˘
`E `xξ1t ´ ζ1t ,∇ybtrpξ2t , ξ1t q; pζ2t , ζ1t qs pξ1t ´ ζ1t qy˘
`E `xξ2t ´ ζ2t ,∇ybtrpξ1t , ξ2t q; pζ1t , ζ2t qs pξ2t ´ ζ2t qy˘
from which we check that
2E
`xξ1t ´ ζ1t , btpξ2t , ξ1t q ´ btpζ2t , ζ1t qy˘
“ E
„`
ξ1t ´ ζ1t , ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˘1
B
p0q
t rpξ1t , ξ2t q; pζ1t , ζ2t qs
ˆ
ξ1t ´ ζ1t
ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˙
Combining the above decompositions we check that
2It “ E
„`
ξ1t ´ ζ1t , ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˘1
Btrpξ1t , ξ2t q; pζ1t , ζ2t qs
ˆ
ξ1t ´ ζ1t
ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˙
Combining the above estimate with (4.9) we find that
BtSt ď E
„`
ξ1t ´ ζ1t , ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˘1
Ctrpξ1t , ξ2t q; pζ1t , ζ2t qs
ˆ
ξ1t ´ ζ1t
ξ2t ´ ζ2t
˙
` 2Jtpξt, ζtq ` 2Γtpζtq
from which we conclude that
2´1BtSt ď ´λC St ` Jt ` Γt
Applying twice Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we check the estimate
|Jtpξt, ζtq| ď
a
St E
`}btpmpζtq, ζ1t q ´ btpµt, ζ1t q}2˘1{2
On the other hand, we have
E
`}btpmpζtq, ζ1t q ´ btpµt, ζ1t q}2˘ “ 1N βtpµq and Γtpζtq “ 1N αtpµq
This implies that
2´1BtSt ď ´λC St ` 1?
N
a
βtpµqSt ` 1
N
αtpµq
Recalling that 2ab ď ǫa2 ` b2{ǫ for any ǫ ą 0 and a, b P R, we check that
BtSt ď ´2pλC ´ ǫq St ` 1
N
ˆ
2αtpµq ` βtpµq
2ǫ
˙
This ends the proof of the theorem.
We end this section with some comments on the regularity condition pHCq.
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For the nonlinear Langevin diffusion discussed in (1.6) we have Dtpz, zq “ 0 and
∇xbtrpx, yq; px, yqs “ ∇2V ry ´ x; y ´ xs
∇ybtrpx, yq; px, yqs “ ´∇2U ry; ys ´∇2V ry ´ x; y ´ xs and ∇δx{ybtry; ys “ ´∇2U ry; ys
In this context, we have
´Ctpz, zq :“
„
∇2U rx;xs 0
0 ∇2U ry; ys

`
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙»—– ∇2V rx´ y;x´ ys ´∇
2V rx´y;x´ys`∇2V ry´x;y´xs
2
´∇2V rx´y;x´ys`∇2V ry´x;y´xs
2
∇2V ry ´ x; y ´ xs
fiffifl
Also observe that for any z P R2d we have the decomposition
C
p1q
t pzq :“ Ctpz, zq “
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
Ctpzq ` 1
N
C
p1q
t pzq
with the matrices
C
p1q
t pzq :“
1
2
”
B
p1q
t pzq `Bp1qt pzq1
ı
`Dp1qt pzq
In the above display Ctpzq stands for the matrix defined in (2.9), Bp1qt pzq and Dp1qt pzq stand for the
matrices defined for any z “ px, yq P R2d by
B
p1q
t px, yq :“
„
∇x{ybtpx, xq 0
0 ∇x{ybtpy, yq

D
p1q
t px, yq :“
ÿ
1ďkďr
„
∇x{yσt,kpx, xq1 ∇x{yσt,kpx, xq 0
0 ∇x{yσt,kpy, yq1 ∇x{yσt,kpy, yq

Consider the following regularity condition:
pHCp1qq : There exists some λCp1q P R such that for any px, yq P R2d and t ě 0 we have
C
p1q
t px, yq ď ´λCp1q I (4.11)
Assume that pHCp1qq is met. Using the fact that EpΣ1qEpΣq ď EpΣ1Σq, for any random matrix Σ,
we check that
pHCq and pHCq are met with λC “ λCp1q and λC “
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙´1
λCp1q (4.12)
Several uniform estimates can be derived combining (4.8) with the moments estimates (2.17).
For instance, suppose we are given a time homogeneous model pbt, σtq “ pb, σq, for some functions
pb, σq with uniformly bounded first order derivatives. Also assume pHCp1qq is met for some λCp1q ą 0.
In this context, the moments estimates (2.17) ensure that
αtpµq _ βtpµq ď cpµq
for some constant cpµq whose values only depends on the measure µ. Choosing ǫ “ λC{2 in (4.8)
we readily check that
E
`}ξ1t ´ ζ1t }2˘ ď cpµqN 1λC
ˆ
2` 1
λC
˙
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4.3 Propagation of chaos in manifolds
Our aim is to state an analogous of Theorem 4.2 in a Riemannian manifold pM,gq. We will take the
notations of Section 3.2. Let us denote by ρ the Riemannian distance in M . Now ζ0 “ pζ i0q1ďiďN
are independent copies of a random variable with distribution µ on M . For 1 ď i ď N the diffusions
ζ is,tpxq satisfy the Itô SDE
d∇ζ is,tpxq “ btpφs,tpµq, ζ is,tpxqq dt ` σpζ is,tpxqq dW it , (4.13)
with σpyq : Rm Ñ TyM linear, σσ˚ “ g˚, and pW it q, 1 ď i ď N independent Rm-valued Brownian
motions independent of ζ0. Denote µt :“ φ0,tpµq, ζt :“ ζ0,tpζ0q. The diffusions ζ it are independent
and identically distributed, with law µt at time t. Define an approximation of ζt with the Markov
process ξt “ pξitq1ďiďN satisfying ξ0 “ ζ0 and for all i,
d∇ξit “ btpmpξtq, ξitq dt` {{ζit ,ξitpσpζ
i
tq dW it q (4.14)
where for x, y PM , {{x,y denotes parallel translation along the minimal geodesic from x to y. It is
well-known that such an equation has a solution, which realizes the coupling by parallel translation
of martingale parts of ζ it and ξ
i
t (see e.g. [2] or [43]). The only difficulty is when ξ
i
t is in the cutlocus
of ζ it , but this difficulty can be overcome by constructing approximations of the solutions which
are decoupled in an ǫ-neighbourhood of the cutlocus, and by letting then ǫ tend to 0. However the
solution obtained is not strong. Anyway, since {{ζit ,ξit is an isometry and theW it are independent, the
process ξt is a Brownian motion in M
N with drift pbtpmpξtq, ξitqq1ďiďN , so it is a diffusion process.
Moreover independent Rm valued Brownian motions wit can be found such that
d∇ξit “ btpmpξtq, ξitq dt` σpξitq dwit, (4.15)
they satisfy
dwit “ σ˚pξitq pσσ˚q´1pξitq {{ζit ,ξitpσpζ
i
tq dW it q ` dmit
for some “complementary” martingale mit.
The important fact about this construction is that the distance ρ2pζ it , ξitq has finite variation.
More precisely, letting for x, y P M with y not belonging to the cutlocus of x, s ÞÑ γpx, yqpsq the
geodesic from x to y in time 1 and ÝÑxy “ 9γpx, yqp0q we have
dρ2pζ1t , ξ1t q “ 2x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp1q, btpmpξtq, ξitqy dt´ 2x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp0q, btpµt, ζ itqy dt
` 2ρpζ1t , ξ1t q
1
2
Ipζ1t , ξ1t q dt´ dLt
(4.16)
In the above display Lt stands for a nondecreasing process which increases only when ξ
1
t is in the
cutlocus of ζ1t , and I is the index map defined for x, y PM , and y R Cutpxq, by
Ipx, yq “
d´1ÿ
i“1
ż ρpx,yq
0
´››∇ 9ϕpsqJipsq››2 ´ xRp 9ϕpsq, JipsqqJipsq, 9ϕpsqy¯ ds (4.17)
where ϕ is a unit speed geodesic from x to y started at time 0, pJip0qq1ďiďd´1 is an orthonormal
basis of 9ϕp0qK, Jipρpx, yqq “ {{x,yJip0q and s ÞÑ Jpsq is a Jacobi field along s ÞÑ ϕpsq (see e.g. [2]).
It is well known that when RicM ě κ then Ipx, yq ď I¯pρpx, yq, κq where I¯pρpx, yq, κq is the same
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quantity computed in a constant curvature manifold, for two points at the same distance. Moreover
we have the explicit values
I¯pρ, κq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
´2
a
pd´ 1qκ tan
ˆ
ρ
2
c
κ
d´ 1
˙
if κ ą 0
0 if κ “ 0
2
a
pd´ 1qp´κq tanh
ˆ
ρ
2
c ´κ
d´ 1
˙
if κ ă 0
(4.18)
In any case, I¯pρ, κq ď ´κρ, so we obtain as a general result that when RicM ě κ
Ipx, yq ď ´κρpx, yq. (4.19)
So we have
dρ2pζ1t , ξ1t q ď 2 x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp1q, btpmpξtq, ξ1t qy dt
´2 x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp0q, btpµt, ζ1t qy dt´ κρpζ1t , ξ1t q2 dt.
(4.20)
Define similarly to the previous section for a Riemannian manifoldM and a map G : MˆM Ñ TM
such that Gpx, yq P TyM : for z “ px, yq, z¯ “ px¯, y¯q elements of M ˆM
Grz; z¯s :“
ż 1
0
{{´1
y,γpy,y¯qpǫqGpγpz, z¯qpǫqq dǫ P TyM. (4.21)
Also define
B
p0q
t pz, z¯q :“
„
∇ybtrpy, xq; py¯, x¯qs ∇xbtrpy, xq; py¯, x¯qs
∇xbtrpx, yq; px¯, y¯qs ∇ybtrpx, yq; px¯, y¯qs

, (4.22)
B
p1q
t pz, z¯q :“
„
∇pbt ˝ δqrx; x¯s 0
0 ∇pbt ˝ δqry; y¯s

, (4.23)
where δ : M ÑM ˆM , x ÞÑ px, xq, and set
Btpz, z¯q :“ 1
N
B
p1q
t pz, z¯q `
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
B
p0q
t pz, z¯q (4.24)
Consider the following regularity condition:
pHg
C
q : There exists some λC P R such that for any z, z PM ˆM and t ě 0 we have
Ctpz, zq :“ 1
2
“
Btpz, zq ` Btpz, zq1
‰ ď ´λC gMˆM pzq (4.25)
Theorem 4.3. Assume that the Ricci curvatures of M are bounded below by κ P R and that the
condition pHg
C
q is satisfied. Then
E
“
ρ2pζ1t , ξ1t q
‰1{2 ď 2
2λC ` κ
´
1´ e´ p2λC`κqt2
¯ cβtpµq
N
(4.26)
with the parameter βtpµq defined as in Theorem 4.2.
Remark: The result of Theorem 4.3 extends to the case when σ “ σt and g “ gt depend on time,
if we replace the bound below of the Ricci curvatures by the assumption that RicM ´ 9g ě κg.
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Proof. The proof is completely similar to the one of Theorem 4.2, thus it is only sketched. Letting
St :“ E
“
ρ2pζ1t , ξ1t q
‰
we arrive at
BtSt ď p2It ` 2Jt ´ κStq dt (4.27)
where
It :“ E
“x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp1q, btpmpξtq, ξ1t qy ´ x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp0q, btpmpζtq, ζ1t qy dt‰ (4.28)
and
Jt :“ E
“x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp0q, btpmpζtq, ζ1t qy ´ x 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp0q, btpµt, ζ1t qy dt‰ (4.29)
which leads to
BtSt ď ´p2λC ` κqSt ` 2?
N
a
St
a
βtpµq (4.30)
so letting st “
?
St we get
Btst ď ´2λC ` κ
2
st `
c
βtpµq
N
(4.31)
This ends the proof of (4.26).
Let us investigate condition (4.25) for the Langevin diffusion with drift (3.17), namely
btpx, yq “ ´∇Upyq ´∇pF ˝ ρxqpyq (4.32)
We need the additional assumption BF p0q “ 0. In this situation, the computation of It in (4.28)
yields the formula
It “´ 1
2
E
”
∇2U‘2
“pζ1t , ζ2t q; pξ1t , ξ2t q‰ ´ÝÝÑζ1t ξ1t ,ÝÝÑζ2t ξ2t ¯´ÝÝÑζ1t ξ1t ,ÝÝÑζ2t ξ2t ¯ı
´ 1
2
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
E
”
∇2pF ˝ ρq “pζ1t , ζ2t q; pξ1t , ξ2t q‰ ´ÝÝÑζ1t ξ1t ,ÝÝÑζ2t ξ2t ¯´ÝÝÑζ1t ξ1t ,ÝÝÑζ2t ξ2t ¯ı (4.33)
where we denoted
ÝÝÑ
ζ1t ξ
1
t “ 9γpζ1t , ξ1t qp0q, leading to the condition pHgCq: for all z, z¯ PM ˆM ,
∇2U‘2rz; z¯s `
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
∇2pF ˝ ρqrz; z¯s ě λC gMˆM pzq. (4.34)
This condition is met for instance when for all z PM ˆM ,
∇2U‘2pzq `
ˆ
1´ 1
N
˙
∇2pF ˝ ρqpzq ě λC gMˆM pzq. (4.35)
Appendix
Proof of (2.2) and (2.3)
After some calculations we check that
d
“
∇X
µ
s,tpxq∇Xµs,tpxq1
‰ “ ∇Xµs,tpxq At `φs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxq˘ ∇Xµs,tpxq1 dt` dMµs,tpxq (4.36)
with the matrix valued martingale
dM
µ
s,tpxq :“
ÿ
1ďkďr
∇X
µ
s,tpxq
”
∇yσt,k
`
φs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxq
˘ `∇yσt,k `φs,tpµq,Xµs,tpxq˘1ı∇Xµs,tpxq1 dW kt
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and
At pµ, yq :“ ∇ybt pµ, yq `∇ybt pµ, yq1 `
ÿ
1ďkďr
∇yσt,k pµ, yq∇yσt,k pµ, yq1 ď
ż
µpdxq Atpx, yq
In the above display, we have used the fact that EpΣ1qEpΣq ď EpΣ1Σq, for any random matrix Σ.
The end of the proof of (2.2) and (2.3) is now clear.
Proof of (3.1)
For any time mesh tk ď tk`1 with s0 “ s and sn “ t with h :“ max |sk ´ sk´1| we have
P
φs,sk´1pµq
sk´1,t
“ Pφs,sk´1pµqsk´1,sk P
φsk´1,sk pφs,sk´1 pµqq
sk,t
“ Pφs,sk´1pµqsk´1,sk P
φs,sk pµq
sk,t
Also observe that
∆
φs,sk´1 pµq
sk´1,sk pxq :“ X
φs,sk´1pµq
sk´1,sk pxq ´ x
“
ż sk
sk´1
bu
ˆ
φsk´1,upφs,sk´1pµqq,X
φs,sk´1 pµq
sk´1,u pxq
˙
du
`
ż sk
sk´1
σu
ˆ
φsk´1,upφs,sk´1pµqq,X
φs,sk´1 pµq
sk´1,u pxq
˙
dWu
“ Y φs,sk´1pµqsk´1,sk pxq ` Z
φs,sk´1pµq
sk´1,sk pxq
with the random fields
Y µsk´1,skpxq :“ bskpµ, xq psk ´ sk´1q ` σskpµ, xq pWsk ´Wsk´1q
Zµsk´1,skpxq :“
ż sk
sk´1
”
bupφsk´1,upµq,Xµsk´1,upxqq ´ bskpµ, xq
ı
du
`
ż sk
sk´1
”
σupφsk´1,upµq,Xµsk´1,upxqq ´ σskpµ, xq
ı
dWu
Using elementary manipulations, for any 0 ď h ď 1 we check that
E
´
}Xµs,s`hpxq ´ x}n
¯1{n
ď cn h
”
}x} ` µp}e}2q1{2
ı
and W2pφs,s`hpµq, µq ď c h µp}e}2q1{2
for some finite constants c and cn. Recalling that pt, x, yq ÞÑ btpx, yq and pt, x, yq ÞÑ σtpx, yq are
Lipschitz functions we check that the almost sure convergence
Y µsk´1,skpxq ÝÑhÑ0 0 Zµsk´1,skpxq ÝÑhÑ0 0 and ∆µsk´1,skpxq ÝÑhÑ0 0
Using the Taylor expansion
P
µ
s,tpfqpx` yq “ Pµs,tpfqpxq ` Tr
“
∇P
µ
s,tpfqpxq y1
‰` 1
2
Tr
“
∇2P
µ
s,tpfqpxqyy1
‰
`
ż 1
0
p1´ ǫq Tr “`∇2Pµs,tpfqpx` ǫyq ´∇2Pµs,tpfqpxq˘ yy1‰ dǫ
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we check that
P
µ
sk,t
pfq
´
x`∆µsk´1,skpxq
¯
´ Pµsk,tpfqpxq
“ Tr
”
∇P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq∆µsk´1,skpxq1
ı
` 1
2
Tr
”
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq∆µsk´1,skpxq∆µsk´1,skpxq1
ı
`
ż 1
0
p1´ ǫq Tr
”´
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpx` ǫ∆µsk´1,skpxqq ´∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq
¯
∆µsk´1,skpxq∆µsk´1,skpxq1
ı
dǫ
Rearranging the terms we find that
P
µ
sk,t
pfq
´
x`∆µsk´1,skpxq
¯
´ Pµsk,tpfqpxq
“ Tr
”
∇P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxqY µsk´1,skpxq1
ı
` 1
2
Tr
”
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxqY µsk´1,skpxqY µsk´1,skpxq1
ı
`Rµsk,tpfqpxq
with the remainder term
R
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq :“ Tr
”
∇P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxqZµsk´1,skpxq1
ı
` 1
2
Tr
”
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxqZµsk´1,skpxqZµsk´1,skpxq1
ı
`
ż 1
0
p1´ ǫq Tr
”´
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpx` ǫ∆µsk´1,skpxqq ´∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq
¯
∆µsk´1,skpxq∆µsk´1,skpxq1
ı
dǫ
This yields the decomposition
P
µ
sk,t
pfq
´
x`∆µsk´1,skpxq
¯
´ Pµsk,tpfqpxq
“
"
Tr
“
∇P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq bskpµ, xq1
‰` 1
2
Tr
“
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq σskpµ, xq σskpµ, xq1
‰* psk ´ sk´1q
`Tr “∇Pµsk,tpfqpxq pWsk ´Wsk´1q1 σskpµ, xq1‰`Rµsk,tpfqpxq
with the remainder term
R
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq :“ Rµsk,tpfqpxq `
1
2
Tr
“
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq bskpµ, xq pWsk ´Wsk´1q1σskpµ, xq1
‰ psk ´ sk´1q
`1
2
Tr
“
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq σskpµ, xq pWsk ´Wsk´1q bskpµ, xq1
‰ psk ´ sk´1q
`1
2
Tr
“
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq bskpµ, xqqbskpµ, xq1
‰ psk ´ sk´1q2
`1
2
Tr
“
∇2P
µ
sk,t
pfqpxq σskpµ, xq
“pWsk ´Wsk´1qpWsk ´Wsk´1q1 ´ psk ´ sk´1q I‰ σskpµ, xq1‰
On the other hand, we have
P
µ
s,tpfqpxq ´ fpxq “
ÿ
1ďkďn
„
P
φs,sk´1pµq
sk´1,t
pfqpxq ´ Pφs,sk pµqsk,t pfqpxq

“
ÿ
1ďkďn
„
P
φs,sk pµq
sk,t
pfq
ˆ
x`∆φs,sk´1pµqsk´1,sk pxq
˙
´ Pφs,sk pµqsk,t pfqpxq

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This implies that
P
µ
s,tpfqpxq ´ fpxq “
ÿ
1ďkďn
!
Tr
”
∇P
φs,sk pµq
sk,t
pfqpxq bskpφs,skpµq, xq1
ı
`1
2
Tr
”
∇2P
φs,sk pµq
sk,t
pfqpxq σskpφs,skpµq, xq σskpφs,skpµq, xq1
ı*
psk ´ sk´1q
`Tr
”
∇P
φs,sk pµq
sk,t
pfqpxq pWsk ´Wsk´1q1 σskpφs,skpµq, xq1
ı
`
ÿ
1ďkďn
R
φs,sk pµq
sk,t
pfqpxq
We end the proof of (3.1) by letting the time step hÑ 0.
Proof of theorem 4.1
Observe that
Bzli
”
H
j,k
1 ˝H2
ı
pzq “
ÿ
1ďmďd
ÿ
1ďnďN
´
Bzmn Hj,k1
¯
pH2pzqq BzliH
n,m
2 pzq
“
ÿ
1ďmďd
ÿ
1ďnďN
r∇ziHn2 sl,m pzq
”
∇znH
j
1
ı
m,k
pH2pzqq
This implies that
r∇ pH1 ˝H2q pzqsi,j “ ∇zi
”
H
j
1pH2pzqq
ı
“
ÿ
1ďnďN
r∇H2pzqsi,n rp∇H1q pH2pzqqsn,j
This ends the proof of (4.1). The proof of (4.4) and (4.5) come from the formula
d∇ξs,tpzq∇ξs,tpzq1 “ ∇ξs,tpzqAt pξs,tpzqq∇ξs,tpzq1dt` dMtpzq
with the martingale
Mtpzqi,k “
ÿ
1ďjďN
ÿ
1ďαďd
M
j,α
t pzqi,k
defined in terms of the diffusion processes
dM
j,α
t pzqi,k :“ r∇ξs,tpzq∇Gt,α pξs,tpzqqsi,j dW j,αt ∇ξs,tpzq1j,k
` ∇ξs,tpzqi,j dW j,αt pr∇ξs,tpzqs r∇Gt,αs pξs,tpzqqq1j,k
The end of the proof of (4.4) and (4.5) follows the same lines of arguments as the proof of (2.2) and
(2.3), thus it is skipped. This ends the proof of the theorem.
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